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This summer it’s all about taking the
fashion to the beach! And you just can’t
go wrong with this season’s flattering
assortment of cuts! So go with that
bright flattering patterns or tummy
tucking high waists or scuba it’s all
working and completely fashionable.

TREND REQUEST

MIKOH

LILIANA MONTOYA

AZ ARAUJO

RIP CURL

Diver Down
Scuba. This new scuba mixed neoprene
concoction as all of us diving in head
first! It’s not only flattering, but makes
you feel like a Bond girl.

INDAH

C CIA MARITIMA

Welcome to
the Jungle

ADRIANA DEGREAS

DOLORES CORTES

Patterns were huge this season. So go
ahead use that leafy pattern to distract
from parts still in transition or attract
those prying eyes at the pool. Either
way, it’s a win win.

OSKLEN

Waist Case
It’s not your Grandma’s swimsuit
anymore! High waisted swimwear
with matching tops have become the
bikini rage of recent summers. And
why not? They are completely sexy.
So pair it with a balconette bralet
and strut your inner Monroe all over
Malibu.

SHORE ROAD

A DETACHER

ADRIANA DEGREAS

TREND REQUEST

CRISTINA FERRARI

TRIYA

Wrap It Up

6 SHORE ROAD

OSKLEN

Okay, we agree not a suit for
the perfect tan. BUT we also
agree criss cross in all the right
places makes for one alluring
piece of swimwear! Lounge it.
Love it. It’s all good.

MARA HOFFMAN

TRIYA

TREND REQUEST

Tribe Vibe

CAFFE

L*SPACE

Tribal patterns have been rocking
the runway for a year and there is
no sign of them going away. We
don’t mind, we find the bright
bombastic colors to be a fun way
to party the summer days away.

SUBOO

CM CIA MARITIMA

TRIYA

TREND REQUEST

Endless
Summer

AMAPO

Long walks along the beach,
sunset camp outs and the
drive up the PCH never have
to end just sport one of these
summerscape inspired suits
and ride the wave through
the rest of the year.

LULI FAMA

BEACH BUNNY

TREND REQUEST

No Strings
Attached

INDAH

MINIMALE ANIMALE

We all love a great bikini.
When you find the one
that suits you the best you
will likely wear it until it’s
in threads. This season
you’ll see a bunch of two
pieces that are distinctly
“string” but no double
knot needed.

Editors
notes

When we decided to dedicate this Issue to the Artisans we had no idea of the overwhelming
submissions we would receive. Clothing designers, musicians, film makers and of course the talent
behind all of our fashion editorials flooded our submissions email. Needless to say, we could only
feature so many but we appreciate the constant support from our community that follows us through
Bisous’ progression.
As you may have noticed, the magazine is in the process of a little face-lift and may appear
a little different looking from our past issues. We were so inspired by the creative vibe behind the submissions that we felt we owed it to our readers to let ourselves go a little. In turn, the magazine took
on a new look and a forward twist and we went with it. We are so pleased to have a staff that is always
evolving and growing and we all welcomed the changes. We hope you enjoy this issue as much as we
do. We’d like to think of it as a pivotal one as we march into the new season.
Thank you for the support!
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BISOUS BEAUTY
SUMMER BEAUTY SPECIAL
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BRING IT

WHEN THE SUN COMES OUT!

ELIE SAAB BACKSTAGE AT PARIS FASHION WEEK
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BISOUS BEAUTY

TOUSLED BOB
L. ERICKSON

UP-DO

French Twist Comb
$42 www.nordstrom.com

JOICO
Hair Shake
Like a dry shampoo, a
texturizer, and a magic
hair elixir. A Bisous staff
favorite.
$18 www.loxabeauty.com

DIPPITY-DO

Girls with Curls
Shampoo & Conditioner
Adds great volume and
natural wave for the
perfect voluminous bob
$6.99 www.dippity-do.ca

LONG WAVES
T3 MICRO

Twirl360 Curling Iron
A self-twirling curling
iron, but not the
scary “Aaahhh, my
hair is stuck” kind!

Laissez-Faire
Hair
By Andrea Cansler

If you, like everyone else this
summer, “JUST CAN’T…”, these
simple summer dos are for you.
This season’s current hairstyles
are embracing a laissez-faire
attitude. These ‘let do/let it be” low
maintenance looks are the equivalent
of your hair screaming “I’m gonna do
me!” While these looks are deceivingly
under-polished, there is a certain
panache that keeps it from looking
too disheveled. After all, there’s a
difference between “laissez-faire” and
“je m’en fou” (I don’t give a f*@k!)

LEONOR GREYL

Structure Naturelle Styling Spray
Adds shine, hold, and UV
protection- great for messy
beach dos!
$42 www.nordstrom.com

BRAIDS

$230 www.t3micro.com

REDKEN
Wind Blown 05
$22 www.ulta.com

CRICKET

Ultra Smooth Hair Dryer
$116.50 www.loxabeauty.com

MARULA
Light Hair Treatment & Styling Oil
Great for fine or normal hair types,
the lightweight formula locks in
moisture, tames flyaways, and
controls frizz with no greasy
build-up.
$46 www.sephora.com

BISOUS BEAUTY

Whether you’re a blushing bride or just want

to mock the fresh, ethereal, and radiant look of a
betrothed beauty, these products work together to
create a distinctly feminine look that is easy to apply
and effortlessly romantic. With one soft pink shade on
the eyes, a swipe of bright color on the cheeks, and a
nourishing sheer neutral shine on the lips, these products
work together to create a distinctly feminine look that’s
easy to apply in ten minutes or less. Finally, a make-up
routine so effortless that even commitment-phobes will
say “I DO!”
written by ANDREA CANSLER Beauty Editor
photography Leanne Dixon beauty Emma Christine
styling Beyond Retro model Mathilda @First Model Mgmt

Skin foundation:sand: bobbi brown
Cocelear:sand:bobbi brown
Pot rouge: fresh melon: bobbi brown
Contour blush: Olympia: nars
Prep and prime: transparent: mac
Paint pot: panitly: mac
Lipstick: fresh melon: bobbi brown
Eyeliner: black track: mac
Eyeshadow: beauty marked: mac
Lip gloss: Please me: mac
Tigi pro work in hair spray
Tigi catwalk session sea salt spray

Skin foundation:sand: bobbi brown
Cocelear:sand:bobbi brown
Pot rouge: fresh melon: bobbi brown
Contour blush: Olympia: nars
Prep and prime: transparent: mac
Paint pot: panitly: mac
Lipstick: fresh melon: bobbi brown
Eyeliner: black track: mac
Eyeshadow: beauty marked: mac
Lip gloss: Please me: mac
Tigi pro work in hair spray
Tigi catwalk session sea salt spray

Skin foundation:sand: bobbi brown
Concealer:sand:bobbi bown
Pot rouge: fresh melon: bobbi brown
Contour blush: Olympia: nars
Prep and prime: transparent: mac
Paint pot: panitly: mac
Lipstick: fresh melon: bobbi brown
Tigi pro work in hair spray
Tigi catwalk session sea salt spray

Skin foundation:sand: bobbi brown
Concealer:sand:bobbi brown
Pot rouge: fresh melon: bobbi brown
Contour blush: Olympia: nars
Prep and prime: transparent: mac
Paint pot: panitly: mac
Lipstick: fresh melon: bobbi brown
Pigment: Vanilla: mac
Eyeshadow: paradiso: mac
Mascara: shocking: ysl
Lip: Please me: mac
Tigi pro work in hair spray
Tigi catwalk session sea salt spray

MUST
HAVES

FOUNDATION
ORLANE

PREP

DERMALOGICA

Age Smart Overnight Retinol Repair
Prepare your skin by keeping it well
moisturized. If the skin is dull and
flaky, it’s near impossible to fake a
radiant glow. A mild retinol will help
accelerate skin renewal resulting
improved tone and texture.
$85 www.dermalogica.com

Teint Absolu
The key to perfect, translucent
skin is to pick a liquid foundation
that glides on like second skin
and blends well into your skin
tone, so it is crucial to pick the
correct foundation shade. The
perfect shade should blend into
your jaw line invisibly.
$70 www.bergdorfgoodman.com

ANTONYM

POWDER
NAPOLEON PERDIS
Close Up Powder
Sweep a powder brush or
sponge across pressed
powder. Then fluff just over
T-zone, so your cheeks can
glow naturally.
$45 www.neimanmarcus.com

EYES

Certified Natural Mascara Lola
Lash
To achieve the look of longer
lashes, lift your brow while
applying mascara to get better
access to the base of the lashes.
Wiggle wand back and forth
creating a thicker base at lashes.
Next, pull upwards to ends of
lashes.
$23 www.antonymcosmetics.com

MIRABELLA

Pink Blossom Eye Lights
Sweep on a sheer shimmer over
the entire eye area. To define
your eyes in the most subtle way,
go for eyeshadow shades like
soft rose, lavenders, mauves and
apricots.
$28 www.mirabellabeauty.com

BLUSH
BOBBI BROWN
Shimmer Blush
Create flushed, sun-kissed
cheeks with a pink-tone
blusher. Pink lights up the
face best when applied to
the apples of the cheeks.
$27 www.bobbibrown.com

FRAGRANCE

LIPS
EDWARD BESS

Deep Shine Lip Gloss
The ultimate ladylike fourish!
For invitingly kissable lips, pick
a shimmering lipstick or tinted
lip gloss in a nude/pink tones.
$30 www.neimanmarcus.com

GWENDOLYN MARY

Pave No 1 Perfume.
The ultimate ladylike fourish! This delicate scent combines
sweet lychee fruit, fig, orange blossom and fresh cut grass
to give an open, sparkling yet classic feel.
$46 www.gwenolyn-mary.com

SWIMWEAR
SCENE
STEALER
BY PAULINE MA
FROM BEACH TO BAR AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN...
Shannon Follansbee and Gina Nguyen represent the rising stars of today’s swimwear
scene. As co-directors of the site Bikini.com, they are tapping into the beachside lifestyle dreams of many with a digital destination to shop, live, and breathe all things bikini
culture. We caught up with the duo to talk about their work turning summer daydreams
into a one-stop-shop chock full of up-and-coming artisan brands.

WE DIG

Q&A
BIKINI.COM… WHEN, WHERE, AND HOW DID
IT START?

PHOTO BY LUCAS PASSMORE

We noticed that there was no site that
touched upon the growing topic of beach
lifestyle. Bikini.com is the only destination
where you can learn about and experience
bikini culture and be able to shop the look!
We wanted to create a luxury beach lifestyle destination that covered all facets of
the culture such as style, health and fitness,
beauty, love and life, events, and travel.
Our shop offers a curated collection of
unique and fashionable swimwear and accessories from all over the world.
WHAT’S IT LIKE DISCOVERING AND CURATING
UP AND COMING DESIGNERS AND BRANDS?

We both wanted to bring awareness to artisan designers we meet during our travels
and the site provides a perfect place to
showcase them both editorially and as a
marketplace for unique international pieces. Swimwear is a niche market, but it is
also a challenging and technically difficult
field. Our aim is to highlight the best of the
best in the marketplace and to champion
great design.
WHAT HAPPENS IN VEGAS… DOES IT STAY IN
VEGAS?

People are often surprised but very excited
to visit our Bikini.com HQ! We both moved
to Vegas a year ago to build Bikini.com and

now can’t imagine being anywhere else. Bikini culture here is not seasonal- it is a year
round lifestyle. Las Vegas has been a really
great environment for enhancing our brand
and gaining insight about our customers.
We recently opened a VIP shopping experience in our showroom, where clients and
guests can book a session with our in-house
bikini whisperer and shop from our broad
selection in person. We also host a twice
weekly pop-up shop during the night swim
pool parties at the five star Wynn Resorts.
LET’S TALK SUMMER 2015 TRENDS.

The one piece trend continues to be strong
for us- especially as the lines between

WE DIG

swimwear and fashion are blurring. People
build an outfit around a swimsuit and can
style it for day to night, beach to bar. Bikinis
of course are always on trend for summerand this season, we are noticing a strong
interest in tops with high necklines as well
as cheeky bottoms. Many people shy away
from swim bottoms with less fabric, but it
can be a great deal more flattering than excess fabric!
IF YOU COULD ONLY CHOOSE ONE BIKINI…

This is the most difficult question for us! A
woman needs a full swimsuit wardrobe depending on her vacation destination! That
being said, one of our favorite suits this
summer is the Mikoh Kahala Top and Bondi
Bottom. We love the versatility of the criss
cross halter ties and it’s one of those suits
that deserves to be seen both on and off
the beach! This suit feels right at home in
Hawaii, where Gina spent her childhood!

PHOTO BY ISAAC STERLING | MODEL: LEILA GOLDKUHL | BEAUTY: GABRIELLE PASCUA
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SHOP SHANNON AND GINA’S

Beach Bag
Must-Haves
FLASH TATTOOS ILLIA SET $25.00

SHADE SPF30 OPAQUE
SUNSCREEN $28.00

“We love how these temporary tattoos
instantly elevate a poolside look—
summertime is definitely the season to try
something playful!”

“A lightweight mineral must-have.”

ACACIA MOSCOW
DRESS $198.00
“The ultimate boho beach
goddess look.”

OYE ESTHER ONE
PIECE $350.00
“Because everyone needs an
LBS—a little black suit—in
their swim wardrobe!”

TORI PRAVER LOTUS TOP &
BOTTOM $121 each
“The shocking pink and playful high
waisted bottom of this suit… what’s
not to love?”

QUAY MISTY
SUNGLASSES
$40.00

“We’re obsessed
with these chic and
affordable sunnies
from Australia.”

MIKOH KAHALA TOP $108
KAHALA BOTTOM $86

VITA LIBERATA
TRYSTAL MINERALS
SELF TAN BRONZING
MINERALS

coming soon to Bikini.com
“The Rolls Royce of self
tanning.”

Shannon

Gina

WWW.BIKINI.COM

MARIA
STANLEY:

The “quirky”
behind HARLYN
Styling Audrey Brianne
Beauty Lori Leib

Quirky, cute, stylish, and downright adorable. These words could be used to describe Maria
Stanley, the design-mind behind the girly brand HARLYN. We met up with Stanley in her
Silver Lake, California home to run through her latest collection, talk about her direction behind
the increasing popularity of the brand, and how at such a young age she manages to keep it all
together.

“I’ve been
rocking this
sweet style
since 1992.”

dress HARLYN
shoes BARNEYS NEW YORK
rings (worn throughout) TOPSHOP,
PEGGY LI, MARIA’S OWN

WE DIG

Q&
A
By Shelli Wright

WHERE ARE YOU FROM?
Forest Lake, Minnesota
WHEN DID YOU REALIZE YOU HAD A PASSION FOR FASHION?
I’ve been rocking this sweet style since 1992.
HOW OLD WERE YOU WHEN YOU RELOCATED TO LA?
I was 18, 2 months out of high school, all by my lonesome. I had
a hysterical panic attack in line at airport security, and never looked
back.
WHEN WAS HARLYN BORN?
We launched our first collection, The Innocents, for Spring 2013.
YOU HAVE ACCOMPLISHED SO MUCH IN SUCH A SHORT
AMOUNT OF TIME BEING THAT YOU’RE ONLY 25, DO YOU
FIND THAT PEOPLE DON’T GIVE YOU THE CREDIBILITY YOU
DESERVE RIGHT AWAY?
I’m 27, I’m getting old!
I’m petite with a little voice on top of being young. I found it a bit
challenging to be taken seriously in the very beginning (I was only
23 when I started working on Harlyn). It took me a hot minute, but I
learned to work this to my advantage. I learned to walk into a meeting
with the mentality of walking out leaving everyone wondering who is
this little girl (in a good way)? I think it worked, because I don’t feel
young anymore, quite the opposite actually. It definitely hasn’t been an
easy road, but hard work and loving what you do pays off!
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR DESIGN STYLE?
Clean and detail orientated, tantalizing, feminine with a splash of
androgyny.

WE DIG

BEING IN LOS ANGELES I’M SURE YOU FEEL
THE PRESSURE TO DRESS CELEBRITIES….
I HEAR THE BRAND HAS QUITE THE
FOLLOWING. WHO’S WEARING HARLYN?
I wouldn’t say I feel the pressure, but it sure is
awesome to see pictures of Sienna Miller romping
around town in pants you created. The Beyonce
and Taylor Swift sightings made my heart flutter a
bit as well.
WHAT INSPIRED YOU FOR THE SPRING/
SUMMER 2015 COLLECTION?
It has a 1950’s boy-meets-girl campy vibe, I think I
was feeling nostalgic at the time. Harlyn is innocent
but ready to pounce this season!
WHERE CAN WE FIND HARLYN?
Anthropologie and Revolveclothing.com. We’re
launching at asos.com this Fall!

dress HARLYN
jacket HARLYN
sunglasses MINKPINK
shoes ASOS

top HARLYN
coat HARLYN
necklaces PEGGY LI

BISOUS BEAUTY

OLDEN
GODDESS

SENSUAL SUMMER SKIN
photographer: KATIE NOLAN ( www.katienolan.com.au)
model: EMMA from LA models
hair: AMBER DUARTE at The Rex Agency
mua: CAMPBELL RITCHIE at One Represents

BY ANDREA CANSLER
Transform yourself from lackluster lassie to golden goddess! This arsenal of beauty products help
you achieve the sexy, radiant skin, that begs to be
bronzed. Toned, supple skin is the perfect palette
to get your glow on. Whether you’ve got a week
or only a few hours to get bikini ready, these fab
at-home treatments provide amazing results that
would rival any spa treatments- and the money
you save… well, treat yourself to a piña colada
or some equally bougie drink befitting your new
sexy self! Stay golden, pony girl!
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EXFOLIATE

PLUM HILL

Asian Pear Sugar Body Scrub
Pour some sugar on you! Exfoliation
is key to prep skin for self tanners.
$28 www.plumhill.net

comodynes

BRONZER

Easy Peeling
Use these exfoliating towelettes to remove dead
skin. Leaves skin radiant and glowing, and they’re
perfect to use before applying a self tanners.
($12.99 for 8 towelettes) www.comodynes.net

5
0
PRTTY PEAUSHUN

This cult favorite body bronzer contains subtle light reflecting minerals to create a sheer flattering glow.
Radiance blurs minor imperfections
and visually enhances the silhouette- fab on the body, face, and hair!
$39 www.prttypeaushun.com

03
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TONE

HAIR REMOVAL

MURAD

Firm and Tone Regimen
Restores firmer, smoother skin and increases skin elasticity. Helps to improve the visual texture of stretch marks and
reduces the appearance of dimpled skin.
Body Firming Cream $45 - Firm & Tone Serum $60
www.murad.com

STEMOLOGY
Cell Renew SunVeil Complete OneTint Moisturizer SPF 17
A sunscreen/moisturizer combo that
comes in a universal tint and provides enough lightweight coverage to
wear alone or as a base for make-up!
$78 www.stemologyskincare.com

HOME SKINOVATIONS
Flash & Go
This at-home hair removal is so easy,
economical, and the perfect solution to
painful and expensive waxing. Bisous
beauty staff noticed effects after one
session, and significantly less hair after
just three sessions!
$199 www.silkn.com

04
TAN

KATE SOMERVILLE
MADAME LA LA
West Coast Bronzing Face Serum
A self tanner and a skin treatment in one!
$43 www.madamelalala.com

360® Tanning Towelettes
It’s easy to get a sun-kissed glow with just one
swipe! Quick, easy application that prevents
streaking and gives the most amazing naturallooking color! *This is a Bisous staff favorite!!!
$48 www.katesomerville.com

Go Younger
By Shelli Wright
If you frequent Instgram as most of the world
does these days, you may have come across
Cole Younger. No, not the western outlaw of
the 1800s but the LA based photographer who
posts incredible SoCal landscapes foremostly
on his profile Cole_Younger_. There’s a
special moment he witnesses and manages
to capture in such a jaw-dropping way you
can’t help but want to repost it. With 100k
followers under his belt, it’s no wonder he has
a hard time keeping track of his images and
seeing that they are credited to him in this
image grabbing world we live in. Do it, just
give the credit where credit is deserved.

WE DIG

Q&A
SO WE’VE ALREADY ESTABLISHED YOU ARE
NOT THE WESTERN OUTLAW COLE YOUNGER, WHO ARE YOU? YES WE KNOW IT’S A
LOADED QUESTION, YOU CAN BE BRIEF
IF YOU LIKE ..NAME, WHAT YOU DO AND
WHERE YOU ORIGINATED AND WHERE YOU
ARE NOW AND WHY THE PSEUDONYM? ....

Born and raised in LA. I worked with people that had and have drug problems. I’m
now a full time photographer. Why the
pseudonym? Ok... My parents were interesting characters. Cole Younger is who I
am named after. Interestingly enough,
throughout my life I had my own run-ins
with the law, and much like Cole Younger,
I was one of the only people in my crowd
to make it out alive and not imprisoned for
life. He shot guns I shoot cameras. Cole
Younger found religion and I found photography which has saved my life. So I
found the handle fitting haha.
HOW OLD ARE YOU?

I am 30 years old.
WAS PHOTOGRAPHY ALWAYS YOUR PASSION?

I found photography a little over 3 years
ago but I feel like it always has been.
WHY LOS ANGELES LANDSCAPES?

I’d like to think I’m more than landscapes
but I do post a lot of that. The reason
being LA is my home it’s the city that raised
me and I have a deep love for LA so I love
showcasing it through my photos.

WE DIG
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HOW OFTEN DO YOU VENTURE OUT TO CAPTURE YOUR AMAZING IMAGES?

Whenever I can. As much as possible.
DO YOU HAVE A SPECIFIC KIT YOU BRING TO
ALL OF YOUR SHOOTS?

When I’m shooting in the city I bring along
my Nikon d810, the 70-300, a 24-70 and
my favorite lens is the 50 mm. The 50 is a
challenge because there is so little space
to work with and that’s why it’s my favorite.
DESCRIBE YOUR DREAM KIT.

I don’t really have a dream kit. I feel whatever camera and lens you have at the time
is good enough.

I was one of the only people
in my crowd to make it
out alive and not imprisoned
for life. He shot guns
I shoot cameras.

WERE YOU A WORKING PHOTOGRAPHER
PRIOR TO YOUR INSTAGRAM SUCCESS? WITH
ALL THOSE FOLLOWERS DO YOU FEEL MORE
COMPELLED OR FEEL THE PRESSURE TO POST
EVERYDAY?

I was not working as a photographer. I
worked as a drug and alcohol therapist. I
don’t feel pressure to post everyday but at
times I do feel pressure to step up my skills.
I READ THAT YOU RAN INTO A LITTLE COPYRIGHT ISSUE WITH A SAID CELEB USING YOUR
IMAGE AND CLAIMING IT AS THEIR OWN...DID
YOU EVER HEAR FROM THAT CELEBRITY?

There are three people in the public eye that
I know of that have taken my images with no
credit. I was not contacted by any of them. I
did contact one of them via Instagram. He is
in the NBA and I said if you’re going to use
my photo without credit you should give me
tickets to your next game and the next day
I was sitting in the Staples Center watching
him play.
HOW DO YOU PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
THEFT SUCH AS THAT YOU’RE PUTTING YOUR
IMAGES OUT THERE AND IT’S SUCH A GREY
AREA RIGHT NOW.

There is no real protection for
my photos. I feel watermarks
take away from an already too
small image on Instagram. I
guess the only thing I have
going is that people can’t
take hi-res from there.
I NOTICED THERE’S A MODEL
MAYHEM PROFILE FOR YOU,
BUT TO BE HONEST IT’S NOT
REALLY YOUR STYLE AND THE
WEBSITE LINK GOES TO ANOTHER
PHOTOGRAPHER’S
WEBSITE….DOES THIS TYPE OF
THING HAPPEN OFTEN PEOPLE
SAYING THEY’RE YOU? DO YOU
HAVE A PHOTOGRAPHY WEBSITE?

It’s happened quite a few
times. To be honest I don’t
know what model mayhem is.
WHAT’S NEXT FOR COLE
YOUNGER, PHOTOGRAPHER?
CAN WE EXPECT A GALLERY
SHOW SOON??

I’m just having fun meeting
people in the industry right
now, getting my name out
there and working in the field
I love. I had a gallery showing
not too long ago here in LA.
There’s going to be a gallery
showing of my work in Australia of all places very soon. I
will keep doing photography
until I can’t walk anymore. I
love it.

Mens Trends
F O U R G E T TA - B O U T- I T

BY GIOVANNI PEREZ
Summer is finally here and Fashion Week was a real visual treat. We
bring you four of the most approachable trends from the catwalks of
designers such as Givenchy, Burberry and Prada to help you stay at the
top of your sartorial game this summer season.

SUMMER 2015

1

GUCCI

KENZO

LOUIS VUITTON

DOLCE & GABBANA

FASHION REPORT

PATTERNS

It’s not breaking news that for the past few seasons prints and patterns have
been a prominent trend in menswear. And whether or not you’re an advocate
of this bold direction, there’s no avoiding their influence on current SS15 collections. Polka dots, vertical stripes, zig zags and plenty of other nostalgic shapes
were all seen in collections such as Dolce & Gabanna, Gucci and Louie Vuitton. A good rule of thumb when mixing patterns in your wardrobe is to match
colors not prints. If the colors look good together, more often the prints will do
too. When in doubt stick to one print on a suit or more casual ensemble.

SUMMER 2015
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LOUIS VUITTON

DOLCE & GABBANA

ETRO

BURBERRY

FASHION REPORT

COLOUR BLOCK
This trend is definitely not for wall flowers. Bold color blocking is meant
to be embraced from head to toe. A few simple rules when pairing colors
is to mix no more than four colours on one outfit, go for primary and secondary colours you can re-use and keep it simple. Accessories are also
a great way to infuse this trend onto your outfit. Shine Bright!

SUMMER 2015
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GUCCI

GIVENCHY

DOLCE & GABBANA

BURBERRY

FASHION REPORT

WHITE WASH
White is by far the biggest color statement of the season. Crisp, all-white
styles were a main fixture on the SS15 catwalks. Try a monochromatic
sport wear ensemble for a casual day out or suit up for a chic evening.
The trick with wearing all white is to make sure textures contrast to keep it
from becoming tacky. But be warned, fears of spillage and stains abound.

SUMMER 2015
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SAINT LAURENT

KENZO

MOSCHINO

PRADA

FASHION REPORT

DENIM ON DENIM
It’s the question that divides the nation: Should you or shouldn’t you double up on your denim. Here at Bisous we believe the Canadian Tuxedo
is here to stay! To achieve the modern denim-on-denim look, make sure
your jean separates are a different wash than your jeans. But it’s not just
a matter of rinse - the weight and texture of the fabrics should vary as
well. Add a chambray or white cotton shirt to a pair of jeans and jacket
and you have yourself the ultimate easy denim get up.

BACK STAGE
DOLCE & GABBANA SS15

The boys take a quick selfie
before hitting the runway at
Dolce & Gabbana SS15.

THAD
DEUS
O’
NEIL:

Poet, philosopher, photographer, model, surfer, father, and brand. Journey forth into a sea of mesmerizing words as the luxury
playwear designer shares his wisdom and defines the many layers beneath his inspiration for living and creating.

WE DIG

Q

A

YOU HAVE BEEN A PUBLISHED POET, PHOTOGRAPHER, AND
MODEL….WHEN DID YOU DECIDE IT WAS TIME TO START
DESIGNING MENSWEAR? AND WHY?
These things all blended into each other, so it’s hard to say if and when anything
so formal as a decision was made. I’d been inadvertently documenting my
travels in a sense through designing garments with locally found fabrics. The
pieces became these uncanny self-portraits of my journeys. When I wore
them people really responded to them and so in response to their response,
I created my first little collection that had a more conventionally logical
cohesion brought about in a concentrated period of time, rather than these
fragmentary vignettes that I had been more or less arbitrarily making on a
whim just for myself. So it was a call and response, a responsivity, more
than a decision. But circling back, designing clothes has become a
really useful platform and (anti)narrative for me to incorporate and think
through all these other formal disciplines. I love making clothes and
the thought patterns that go along with and work through them, and
then orchestrating this larger world within and around them through
poems and photographs and performance.
YOUR CLOTHING HAS BEEN DESCRIBED AS SURF
PUNK, SURF CHIC, BOHO CHIC, LUXURY PLAYWEAR
AND THE LIKE. WHEN MOST THINK OF SURF WEAR
OR BOHO THEY TEND TO LOOK TO SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA BUT YOU’RE NOT FROM CALIFORNIA...CAN
YOU TELL US A LITTLE BIT ABOUT HOW A NEW YORK
NATIVE AS YOURSELF ENDED UP DESIGNING SURFY
LUXURY MENSWEAR?
For the reasons you mention, people often assume I’m from California.
I think it’s a testament to how ingrained the conventional California-surfer
archetype is, which is why I get this collateral, passive enjoyment out of
disrupting that vision and turning it on its head a bit. But in actuality, I’m
moved by a very classical notion of surfing, its romantic-ritualistic-punk
roots and most of all of it being a very pure expression of play ontologically
speaking, both in its actual performance and then the cultural effervescing
that happens and is performed around it. It’s a seriously playful pursuit.

“I’M MOVED BY A VERY CLASSICAL NOTION
OF SURFING, ITS ROMANTIC-RITUALISTICPUNK ROOTS AND MOST OF ALL OF IT
BEING A VERY PURE EXPRESSION OF PLAY
ONTOLOGICALLY SPEAKING, BOTH IN ITS
ACTUAL PERFORMANCE AND THEN THE
CULTURAL EFFERVESCING THAT HAPPENS
AND IS PERFORMED AROUND IT.”

WE DIG

YOUR BRAND IS DESIGNED AND
MANUFACTURED IN NEW YORK. HOW DOES
ONE FIND THE ESSENCE AND INSPIRATION OF
THE SURF VIBE IN SUCH A LARGE CITY?
Of course it depends first of all on your notion of what
the essence of surfing is or if you even admit essences
at all. I grew up surfing here. It’s home. Home has its
own enigmatic workings that are bound up in memory
and a really intimate kind of knowing which all inspiration
has to traverse. So that’s one thing. But also having the
ocean at a remove, the generally colder, less glamorous
weather, and all around shittier conditions makes it all
the sweeter when everything comes together. That
chance unification of disparate elements makes surfing
the wonderful, surprising adventure that it is. And then,
of course, to share in this event with friends is very
special.
THE PRESENTATIONS/SHOWS FOR YOUR
RECENT COLLECTIONS ARE MORE LIKE ART
INSTALLATIONS THAN ACTUAL FASHION
SHOWS. YOU’RE INTEGRATED MUSIC, SPOKENWORD, SOUNDS, PHOTOGRAPHY, AND
MOVEMENT INTO YOUR PRESENTATIONS... IS
THIS BECAUSE YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF
MORE OF AN ARTIST THAN A FASHION BRAND?
Not at all. It would just seem insufficient and very dull to

me to simply walk the clothes down an aisle or to enact
some permutation of this conventional fashion-showing.
There is no brand or show without the clothes but this
doesn’t mean that their functions are identical. In fact
they must perform quite different tasks. For me, the
showing of the clothing is an opportunity and event for a
more-ambiguous, poetic, non-literal, non-linear form of
story telling and involvement. The show is quite literally
a moment of spectacle and festival, which means it is a
moment to really put the emphasis on creating a lived
feeling over the stable logic of “a collection.” In so far as
I attempt to create this vital moment the clothes need
to dissolve and disappear into the larger image that is in
the process of appearing. There’s no film without actors,
no painting without paints, no poems without words,
no dance without dancers, surfing without surfers,
etc. But in every case the elemental components
fall away into this larger organism and image… this
new assemblage hopefully moves the audience in a
very experiential and felt way, which is not exclusively
logically coherent, but vitally coherent. The show takes
on its own life and has new layers of meaning beyond
the clothes independently. I’ve heard people say that
fashion shows must present fashion information. I think
they are an event of forgetting fashion and certainly have
nothing to do with information.

WE DIG
YOU SPENT 8 YEARS IN AUSTRALIA,
DID THIS PROVIDE YOU THE
INSPIRATION YOU NEEDED TO
LAUNCH THE LINE?
Australia is a very special place and close
to my heart. My time there was formative.
But again, I don’t think there is any grand
single source of inspiration. Inspiration is
cumulative and divergent and willy-nilly
and builds castles on the wrecks and
washouts of less heralded moments.
I KNOW YOU FIND THE BEAUTY AND
SIMPLICITY IN UNISEX CLOTHING
ALTHOUGH THE COLLECTION IS
ULTIMATELY A MEN’S LINE..CAN WE
LOOK FORWARD TO A WOMEN’S
LINE IN THE FUTURE AS WELL?
I think that distinction might be obsolete.
But we’ll see what happens.
Where to Find Thaddeus:
http://thaddeusoneil.com
thaddeusoneil.tumblr.com/
Instagram: @thaddeusoneil

FUNDAYS
SUN DAYS

editor’s picks

1

Bright Sunny Days!! Get out there and enjoy
the world around you. It will be over before
you know it, and then it’s back to neutral coats.

3

2
5

4

9

10

6
1. FITFLOP superjelly $60
2. BCBG MAX AZRIA cat eye $100
3. MIGUELINA PORTIA silk-chiffon kaftan $220
4. MADEWELL straw beach $60
5. KATE Somerville KATECEUTICALS restor8 $170
6. AMARTE aqua veil hydrator $65
7. DEL MAR by BERJHENY anika top $95
8. BIG MOUTH pink flamingo $30
9 SAN DIEGO HAT synthetic straw fedora $36
10. TY-KU cucumber infused sake $18

7
8

HERE KITTY
KITTY
Maybe you’re a dog person
but you won’t find yourself
denying that these Sunnies
are the cat’s meow!

top to bottom FENDI tipped cat eye $495 WILDFOX grand dame cat eye $189 DIOR so real 48mm $545 TOM FORD anoushka gradient $425 OLIVER PEOPLES finley retro $355 MARC BY MARC JACOBS cat eye $150 COLE HAAN geometric $78
compiled by BISOUS FASHION
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By Christopher Robin Bredesen

Mad Max Fury Road images shot by Jasin Boland
courtesy of Warner Brothers ©

George on set Circa 1985
photo - unknown

Without stating the obvious, Film is an artform and like any form of art we have our favorite artists. Actors,
directors, and teams of creative talent influence the outcome of a film. Sometimes these films even influence
what see in fashion, makeup and style. Director George Miller is one of these artists. Like a conductor
inspires an orchestra, Miller has done just this with his MAD MAX films.
Being that we are doing a feature editorial this issue that is inspired by the new Mad Max film, Fury Road,
I thought it would be a good idea to
highlight Director George Miller and also
his costume designers and makeup artists
that have impacted not only the feature
film world but also had a large hand in
fashion trends through the previous few
decades.
I have been a huge fan of Miller since
childhood and my admiration has grown
since I started in the film business 15
years ago. I was also lucky enough to
work with JunkieXL a few months ago,
who wrote and composed the score for
Fury Road, which took an astounding
18 months. Miller concepted the film
16 years ago and it took until now to
complete.
I believe the costume design in Miller’s
older films created a foundation for
much of the post-apocolyptic steampunk
fashion we have seen over the past
decades. Every time I see a stylist
pulling something a bit outrageous, I
think of Miller. I attribute this to Norma
Moriceau, who was the costume designer
on both The Road Warrior and Beyond
Thunderdome. She laid the groundwork
for Jenny Beavan, who was in charge of
the costuming for Fury Road and also
notable, albeit completely different
Sense and Sensibility.

With Fury Road, Miller chose to cast 3 models as main supporting characters in addition to Zoë Kravitz who
comprise the “Wives.” Rosie Huntington-Whiteley, who is best known as a Victoria Secret Model, Abbey Lee,
who has numerous Vogue Covers and shot campaigns for Gucci, Lagerfeld, CK, and Rag & Bone, and Courtney
Eaton, who is relatively new but definitely on the radar now considering the film has already grossed $317
million. One scene shows the models being showered in water that is reminiscent of a fashion shoot, which
was very much intentional and almost tongue-in-cheek. Most felt this was gratuitous, but that was exactly the
point.

Makeup and Hair Design on both The Road Warrior and Fury Road was helmed by Lesley Vanderwalt,
who is also known for The Great Gatsby and Moulin Rouge. The Mad Max series is such a far cry from
those films regarding makeup and hair and I’m impressed by the fact that she isn’t pigeonholed into a
specific genre as so often happens. Miller’s films seem to be perhaps one of the most trying for Makeup
and Hair. For a makeup artist, I can’t imagine being told we are shooting in the Namibian desert for six
months in temperatures ranging from below freezing at night to 104F in the day. Oh, and the majority
of the shoot is on moving vehicles! One thing I found interesting is that she sent the white-painted
“Warboys”, consisting of 120 people by the way, out for a longer shot and they came back with a tan!

There is also an important theme in Miller’s films that is analogous to a common trait in the fashion world
and that is regarding the treatment and perception of women. Most prominently in Fury Road, the women
are seen purely as objects with the exception of Charlize Theron, who is the protector and also in my mind
the main character. I see a strange parallel here in many ways with our industry. It seems daily I can’t avoid
hearing how we objectify women in fashion and our models are weak and being preyed upon by both men
and other women. While most of us know this does happen at times, I find that the majority of the models
I have worked with personally are some of the strongest women I know and I find the stereotypes involved
are completely false. Most are highly educated and seeking degrees. On a shoot I did recently, our model
was studying Chinese while simultaneously pursuing a career in neuroscience. Another prominent model
we shot rides a Harley and could most likely beat my ass. Perhaps I’m reaching here, but I see close ties to
Miller’s films and our industry in many ways. I hardly have time to cover them all here, but I’m excited to see
Miller’s future films and hopefully he can help change public opinion that bleeds into our world.

Blackfuel
photography Shelli Wright

“I remember the road warrior, the man we called Max.To
understand who he was we have to go back to the other time, when
the world was powered by the black fuel and the desert sprouted great
cities of pipe and steel — gone now, swept away.” Road Warrior, 1981
styling Madison Heston beauty Michelle Dick model Brittany Alleman @dianedickmodels
all swimwear provided by BIKINI.COM

the location - What’s more fitting than an art
installation funded by the oil heir
Stanley Marsh, now deceased.
Cadillac Ranch Amarillo TX

EUGENIA KIM
Devil headband $225
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Go ahead be meshy!
Mesh has become this
summer’s hottest trend
in both clothing and
accessories.
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ISABEL MARANT
fringe mesh
necklace $685

ANIMALE MINIMALE
solo swimsuit $225
ther mesh short $4
RAG & BONE lea

ALEXANDER WANG
leather trim mesh bag $825

40

TOPSHOP
triangle
mesh bikini $64
CHARLOTTE
OLYMPIA
kitty mesh
slippers $405

ARMANI mesh
baseball cap
$177

Perspectives:

Every Thread Has a Story...

...or so the newly launched brand Perspectives believes. They are a brand which strives to give back and
bring to life the injustices around us through a common thread...clothing. It’s wonderful to find a brand
which is not only cool and functional but one that recognizes impact is possible through the connection
of people to people and resources to resources. They partner with non-profit organizations around the
world, share their story in unique ways, and provide opportunities for individuals to share their talents and
resources with these organizations and then donates 10% of its earnings directly back to these organizations.
So what’s your thread to bare? At the end of the feature answer some questions. We encourage you to. You
can email us your answers at info@bisousmagazine.com or contact the brand directly through their website
http://www.perspectivesglobal.com

QA

WE DIG

and

By Hailee Lautenbach

WHERE DID THE IDEA AND NAME FOR
PERSPECTIVES COME FROM, AND WHEN DID IT
START?
To be honest, discovering the name “Perspectives” was more
luck than it may appear. We don’t tell people this often, but
we originally were going to call the brand something entirely
different (Not going to reveal that name :) ). I was sitting in
class and my friend showed me a list of about ten names. I
went down the list and the fourth name was “Perspectives.”
Immediately I went home, switched all of our branding and
from this day on have developed a brand that has become
more and more true to its name each day.
YOU ARE A DO-GOOD COMPANY. WHAT
ORGANIZATIONS DO YOU HELP AND HOW?
A “do-good” company…What a weird concept. I believe,
although intentions are made well when we refer to
companies as “do-good” companies, we often neglect
the good that a lot of businesses outside this “socialgood” spectrum do. Businesses that create jobs alone in
our opinion are “do-good”companies as they give back
to the individuals, families, and other businesses in their
communities. Well theres my side tangent.We figured out
pretty quickly that instead of creating our own non-profit we
would work with organizations that already knew what they
were doing. You can find a list of the non-profits that we
work with on our website with their corresponding stories,
and information on how to get involved.
YOU ARE TWO BROTHERS HEADING THE
COMPANY, WHAT ARE EACH OTHERS ROLES? DO

YOU GET ALONG WELL OR HAVE BROTHERLY
QUARRELS?
Quarrels….haah more like brawls. Just kidding, but in all
seriousness we do at times have arguments. We are both
completely different people working towards the same goal
so we will inevitably have conflict. However, we both are
extremely good at looking past our differences and making
decisions that will be impact our company and ultimately
impact the most amounts of lives. Devon handles design,
branding, and more of the public perception of the company.
Cody handles the logistics, business, and infrastructure of
the company. However, with everything we do we will run it
by one another and fine tune, challenge, and develop each
other’s work.
WHERE DO YOU DRAW INSPIRATION FROM FOR
YOUR NEW DESIGNS? WHAT DESIGNER INSPIRES
YOU THE MOST?
When it comes to designing a new collection I draw
inspiration from a varietty of places. However, recently, I
have been finding lots of inspiration in architecture. I find
it easier to design a collection based around a space…or
building. I envision my collection complementing the space
I have drawn inspiration from while I’m designing. The one
thing that distracts me and clouds my designing process
is lots of color. There’s something a little too chaotic about
color. Although color is beautiful, I like black…and the darker
tones…they have sharpness and punctuation.

“Success is measured by the
number of lives we are able to
impact through our company…
and there are still millions of
people out there who we haven’t
impacted.”

WE DIG
YOU RECENTLY WON $15,000 DOLLARS IN A
COLLEGE BUSINESS COMPETITION AND ARE IN
THE FINALS FOR $20,000, YOUR CLOTHING IS
SOLD IN STORES ACROSS THE COUNTRY, AND
WORN BY VERY INFLUENTIAL PEOPLE. HOW DOES
IT FEEL TO BE SO YOUNG AND SO SUCCESSFUL?
How does it feel to be so Young and successful… this has
been a question we have been asked a couple of times
and in all honesty have never been able to give a real direct
answer too. Success to us is more of a peace of mind which
comes from direct result of self-satisfaction in knowing we
did the best we could to become the best we are capable of
becoming. A lot of the times people can look at us and see
us as successful due to the following we have developed or
the number of products we have sold and to us that is not
success. I can truthfully say “yes we work hard every single
day to progress our company and meet our goals” but to
take on the title of successful young individuals makes us
feel like we have accomplished what we wanted to achieve.
For us Success isn’t measured by money or power or social
rank. Success is measured by the number of lives we are
able to impact through our company…and there are still
millions of people out there who we haven’t impacted.
WHAT WOULD YOU RECOMMEND TO OTHER
YOUNG DESIGNERS/COMPANIES STARTING OUT?
Stick with it! Every failure, obstacle and hardship is an
opportunity in disguise. It’s easy at times to get super
discouraged when things don’t go according to plan
or when the consumer doesn’t respond how we would
have liked them too. However, with each obstacle you
can gain so much knowledge that will progress your
brand, company, or design, further down the road. When
it comes to young designers…stay true to your vision.
There are so many people out there now wanting to be
designers but they are just simply making knock offs of
bigger brands. You can’t become the “next big thing”
if its already been done. Find one thing your company
that your company does well…focus on that..develop it…
innovate it.. and make it the best damn thing anyones
ever seen.
HOW DO YOU SEE YOUR COMPANY IN FIVE YEARS?
We have established a ton of goals that we want to
accomplish in the next 5 years. One of the bigger and
more exciting goals we have established is looking
at opening a Flag Ship store in either Los Angeles or
Portland. I think most importantly if we are persistent in
our pursuit of our vision, we will continue to grow. We
cannot choose the day or time when we will fully bloom. It
happens in its own time. But I feel that time is right around
the corner and we are more focused than ever.

WE DIG

GIVE OUR READERS QUESTIONS ABOUT PERSPECTIVES THAT THEY
CAN PONDER ON:
• Why do people fear losing things that they do not even have yet?
•

What things hold you back from doing the things that you really want to?

•

Is it worse to fail at something or never attempt it in the first place?

•

If you could choose just one thing to change about the world, what would it be?

•

To what extent do you shape your own destiny, and how much is down to fate?

•

Should people care more about doing thve right thing, or doing things right?

•

Where is the line between insanity and creativity?

Where to Find Perspectives:
http://www.perspectivesglobal.com/
Instagram: @perspectivesca

The Fullness
of
			
Emptiness
BY LIFESTYLE CONTRIBUTORS PAIMAN
AND SORMEH SALIMPOUR OF SORMEH
LIFESTYLE

T

hese are our days; walk them,
fear nothing. Let us take you
on a journey where the table has
been set, covered with items out of
the cabinets of curiosity. Primitive
and romantic - a sense of history
and depth, nothing to do with
trends or status.
An artist’s canvas as a tablecloth,
woven with one thousand creative
memories. Potatoes piled as the
centerpiece, simple torn-up brown
bags taking the place of precious
china plates to hold one’s food.
Poetry and literature of great
writers and poets can be the music
heard and discussed.
A dinner with the company of a
gypsy - a Nomad of sorts; perhaps
a muse of Galliano, who loves tulle
skirts as much as she loves life. Or
perhaps the guest will be one that
loves doing puzzles, having grown
up in a house with a grand library
containing volumes and volumes of
amazing books.
This will be a meal for the
ones interested in creating and
transforming ordinary objects
of life into objects of art. Where
everyday elements have found an
extraordinary life of their own. This
table is set for the ones that see the
enchantment to create with what’s
on hand.

WE LIVE

As believers that a meal should always
start as a grand visual, the act of eating is
a production and a total act of seduction
on its own. It has to be seen as art;
directed moments, rule repellent…only
to satisfy one’s sense of being and taste.
The simplicity of everyday items are to
be used in more than their intended
way. A centerpiece of piled potatoes is
no different than a beautiful bouquet of
flowers- after all, nature offers us some
of the most amazing ingredients to work
with.
The notion of taking time and slowing
down should be the intention of every
meal and every setting. It was our quest to
create something out of nothing, a feast
for the eye and food for your imagination.

Paiman and Sormeh are a mother
daughter design team and regular
BISOUS contributors. For more on
Sormen Lifestyle, please visit their
website at SORMEHLIFESTYLE.COM
Readers may also find Sormeh Lifestyle
on facebook.com/sormehlifestyle and
Instagram.com/sormehlifestyle.
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Obsessive Compulsive Cosmetics
S/S 2015 Colour Collection
cha cha 18.00 www.occmakeup.com

Alright, so
is approaching
which means it’s time for a summer
foot fix. Treat your feet! Here’s some
editor’s picks to help you get those
dogs of yours pool
and beach ready!

Linge Shoes ballet flats, you can bring
elegance AND comfort to your cookout.
Plus, they make a great back-up shoe to
stow in your bag or glove compartment for
speedy relief when your wedges and gladiators
start giving you trouble.comes in 12 colors-including red, white and 3 shades of blue!-to top off any summer outfit you rock.
$59, available at lingeshoes.com

SILK’N Pedi Bring the salon home and say goodbye to calluses and dryness
with this personal spa treatment tool that delivers quick, visible
results with ease.Not only can you save time and money with this
effective and safe portable device, but you never have to worry about
painful, damaged heels again.Perfect for on-the-go use, the Pedi
comes equipped with two rolling heads to achieve Silk’n smooth skin
anytime, anywhere. *Batteries included $29.00 http://silkn.com

Rhea is a poolside must-have.
Non-slip treadsThe outsole of every Rhea
shoe features an exclusive rubber
compound with a patented micro-channel
tread pattern (“PMC”) that pushes liquid
away from the bottom of the sole to
provide more sole-to-surface contact and
prevent slipping and sliding
Prices range from $55 for sandals to $150 for
booties in three colors
www.rheafootwear.com

Elemis Foot Cream
Rich in conditioning shea
butter and jojoba oil,
this intensely moisturising
foot butter melts beautifully
into the skin, smoothing
and hydrating rough dry
areas. Infused with a blend
of aromatic patchouli, eucalyptus
and lemon oils to help soothe
and comfort.
$36.00 www.elemis.com

All OTZ Shoes are made with premium materials that not only
guarantee craftsmanship and quality but also speak to OTZ’s
good environmental citizenship. To ensure a truly organic fit,
OTZ uses natural cork technology that shapes to the contour of
your feet. They offer four different footbeds – CORKfit, CORKlite,
CORKminimalist, and CORKlite vegan – that champion authentic
barefoot comfort while promoting all-around better posture.
Along with this, the antimicrobial properties of the cork reduce
bacterial build up and allow you to wear the shoes with or
without socks. - www.otzshoes.com
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BEAUTY EDITOR
PICKS

BY ANDREA CANSLER

IThis perfectly sultry brown
is the perfect go-to to do a
sultry summer smoky-eye!
GIRLACKTIC Eyeshadow
in Timeless
$19 www.girlacktic.com

If the neon colors you loved as a kid grew up and became responsible adults, but still
knew how to throw down, that would be these polishes!
MORGAN TAYLOR “Hello Pretty” Collection $6.95 each www.loxabeauty.com

Among being rich in omegas, this multi-purpose oil
is the perfect massage oil,
moisturizer, cleanser, Also
excellent for dry hands
or nailbeds. The magic
elixir is packed with so many
organic essential oils, and
the fragrance is so lovely.
Unlike many oils the combo
of scents is more aromatheraputic. Less “hippy”
more “haute.”
CHIDORIYA Massage &
Cleansing Oil
$28.99
www.chidoriyaworld.com

The Rolls Royce of razors!
This sleek, ergonomic beauty
has a sexy modern design
complete with five steel
blades that give an incredibly
close shave. I used it before i
applied a self tanner and my
legs felt incredibly smooth
and kept the color much
longer!
KORP RAZOR Lady
$27
www.korprazor.com

SHELLI WRIGHT - EDITOR IN CHIEF
		
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Shelli Wright is a Fashion Photographer residing in Los Angeles, California.
After obtaining a BS in Journalism Shelli continued her studies in Paris at
Parsons School of Design. It was that stint in Paris that inspired Shelli to follow
her passion for Fashion and she began shooting models for agencies in Paris,
London, NY and of course back on the west coast in her home town of Portland
Oregon. Now working over 15 years in Southern Cal, Shelli decided to enlist
director/editor and partner in crime Christopher Robin Bredesen to start what is
now Bisous Magazine. A platform for other creatives like themselves to forge
relationships and friendships worldwide and put out what they think to be a pretty
bitchin’ mag.
http://www.shelliwrightphotoworks.com

CHRISTOPHER ROBIN BREDESEN - EXECUTIVE EDITOR
					
CO-FOUNDER

Chris began his career in documentary film over 15 years ago following dirtbag
skateboarders around the world. Thus began his passion, thereafter continuing
his studies and receiving a B.A. in Journalism from the University of
Oregon. He is an award-winning editor and has worked in the commercial,
feature, TV, and documentary genres. For the past 5 years, Chris’ focus has
been on fashion and beauty in both print and film.
www.bredesenproductions.com

ANDREA CANSLER - BEAUTY EDITOR
Andrea brings over 12 years experience in medical dermatology, beauty, and the
entertainment industry. She is a writer, comedian, and lover of all things aesthetic: a twisted “Dear Abby” of the beauty world. She loves: the movie “The Jerk,”
red lipstick, and animals. Hates: driving backwards & when people don’t say
“thank you.” Indifferent about: tap water.

SEBASTIANO MARINO - WEBMASTER
Euro transplant... like bikes.

AUDREY BRIANNE - FASHION EDITOR
Audrey Brianne is an LA-based full-service wardrobe stylist with offices located
in the heart of West Hollywood on Sunset Boulevard. Her career boasts work
experience at renowned companies such as Tommy Hilfiger, Betsey Johnson
and People’s Revolution, a fashion design degree from FIDM and styling
endeavors in both New York and Los Angeles.

GIOVANNI PEREZ - ART DIRECTOR
Graphic Designer Edward Perez, 24, attended the Fashion Institute of Design
and Merchandising back in 2008 in pursuit of getting a degree in graphic
design. He graduated with a deep connection to style and has worked with
several designers as a layout editor and stylist.
http://www.gioperez.com

LILA JOY GINSBURG - JR. ART DIRECTOR

“Joy of all trades” conquering the world one horseback/adobe/acting/marketing/
arts project at a time. Or all at once, whatever the job calls for.

NATALIE DE GROOT - FASHION EDITOR
Is a fashion designer born and raised in Los Angeles. After designing for
l and is currently
successful lines Natalie now freelances as a design consultant
working towards releasing her own clothing line.

GUEST LIST
MICHAEL SANVILLE photographer
Born in Manhattan and raised in New Jersey, Michael currently divides his time between Los Angeles and New York City... when not surfing in Maui, or riding horses in
the mountains.

MICHAEL POORE director of photography
Take me to your leader. Michael is our resident genius behind the camera dealing
with all things Motion.

SORMEH SALIMPOUR writer
Sormeh Salimpour is the co-founder and creative director of Sormeh Lifestyle. Her work
experience includes a long-term internship at fashion PR firm People’s Revolution, as
well as assistant to celebrity stylist Monica Rose. Sormeh prefers daisies to roses and
believes that no look is complete without the perfect arm party.
PAIMAN SALIMPOUR writer
Paiman Salimpour is the co-founder of Sormeh Lifestyle and is one of California’s
cutting edge lifestyle designers. She is known for her out of the box thinking combined
with an extraordinary sense of imagination and wonder. Paiman prefers globe trotting,
books, and living in a roofless ruin over the perfect adobe.

Joannah McGuinness writer
Born & raised in Ireland, 25 year old Joanna is currently based in Sydney Australia
where she lives breathes and writes fashion.

VICTORIA ART
photographer from Ukraine. Participant of conceptual laboratory UBERfashionLab.
Her work uses the language and tools of art and fashion photography to play with
story elements, and to engage the viewer in images that require a level of personal
interpretation.
http://victoriart.tumblr.com

JASMINE HROMJAK - DESIGN
“Part Muppet, part Machine.”
portfolio can be found at
http://jasminehromjak.com

PAULINE MA writer
Writer, editor, and digital communications professional specialized in beauty, fashion,
and lifestyle. Despite working in digital, she is also an overwhelmingly passionate paper goods enthusiast. Find her being a flâneuse, finding new #nomz, and listening for
good stories in New York City. www.paulinema.com twitter/instagram: @paulinelma

VICTORIA NOZHENKO stylist
“stylist and designer from Ukraine, Kyiv. I enter into the conceptual laboratory UBERfashionLab and have their own brand of clothing UBERlove.
http://uberfashionlab.tumblr.com

REKHTMAN OLGA photographer
Olga Rekhtman is a Russian fashion photographer. In her works she combines
an art of photography with the art of fashion magnifying the beauty of these two
worlds by her talent. Olga lensed our cover shoot in Bali.

